THECOUPTHATFAILED
An Insider’s Account of the Iran/Contra Hearings

DENNIS
TETI
I n 1877, a unanimous Congress passed a joint resolution
requesting the Secretary of State to send a letter thanking
two governments that had congratulated Congress on the
centennial of America’s independence. President Grant,
ending his second term under a cloud of scandal, agreed
with the sentiments in the resolution, but vetoed it on the
grounds that the legislative branch had no authority over
correspondence with foreign powers. The vetoed bill was
returned to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee where
it was never heard of again. Even during the age of congressional government, as Woodrow Wilson later described
the second half of the 19th century, no one challenged the
supremacy given by the Constitution to the president in the
conduct of foreign affairs.
In the past 15 years, Congress has aggressively sought to
wrest away the president’s control. The War Powers Act,
the Clark Amendment, the refusal to provide funds for
various overseas initiatives, myriad restrictions on defense
expenditures that direct the president’s position in arms
control talks, and the Boland Amendment in its various
forms, have all been intended to restrict the ability of the
executive branch to conduct the foreign affairs of this
country.
The Iran/Contra committees and their joint hearings
represented the pinnacle of that effort. The hearings were
clearly calculated to criminalize executive foreign policies
carried out without the support or knowledge of Congress.
If the committees succeed in their ultimate objective, the
revolution in the relations between Congress and the presidency in foreign policy will be legitimized, with profound
implications for the future of our national security.

Visions of Watergate
When the Iran arms sale and Contra diversion stories
first broke in November 1986, there was little doubt in
Washington that another impeachment-style scandal was
in the making. Both houses of Congress launched investigations and created separate committees.
The Senate committee’s staff was officially nonpartisan.
Chief Counsel Arthur Liman had a reputation as an effective defense lawyer whose high-powered clients included
Robert Vesco, John Zaccaro, and Carl Icahn. Assistant
Counsel Paul Barbadoro had worked on Warren

Rudman’s legal staff when the senator was New Hampshire’s attorney general. The House staff, though, was separated along partisan lines; the chief counsel was John
Nields, whose reputation was earned on the Ethics Committee’s Koreagate investigation. The ranking Republican,
Congressman Dick Cheney, chose a member of his subcommittee’s legal staff, George Van Cleve, as chief minority counsel.
Eventually the two committees agreed to conduct their
hearings jointly, but the differences in staff organization
meant that they could not be completely merged. It is
remarkable that the staffs worked together as well as they
did, conducting joint interviews and depositions and sharing the fruits of their investigatory work.
The parallel investigation by the independent counsel,
Lawrence Walsh, did create problems, though. Walsh’s
purpose was to determine whether criminal prosecutions
should be pursued. The committees’ purpose, in response
to a political crisis, was to examine the “process” of foreign policy formulation and to publicize the facts. This
created conflicts between the committees’ need for expedition and the special prosecutor’s need for secrecy and
time-consuming thoroughness.
Inevitably the conflicts arose. The independent counsel
blocked the committees’ access to certain Department of
Justice documents. He claimed the privilege of reviewing
the committees’ materials but would not, or legally could
not, reciprocate. Moreover, Walsh pressured the committees to delay granting “use immunity” to Oliver North,
John Poindexter, and others. His confidence in the case
against North could not have been high when he asked the
committees in June-six months into his investigationnot to grant immunity to North at all. But to close the
hearings without the key figure’s testimony would have
discredited the congressional examination, and Walsh was
turned down.
The combined staffs, numbering over 100, were the
engine of the investigation. They reviewed some 250,000
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A new Great Commnnicaoor was the first in his administration to take the Contras’ case
documents and selected those needed for further examination. The counsels and staffs privately interviewed and
took depositions from approximately 500 witnesses, far
more than appeared on camera, and they also prepared
most of the questions the members asked during the hearings. Some members seemed hardly more than mouthpieces for young, committed staffers.
The direction of the investigation was largely the
responsibility of the Senate’s chief counsel, assisted by the
House counsel and the chairmen. A few days past the 30th
anniversary of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s death, his spirit
seemed alive and well in the Senate’s Russell caucus room.
As a Harvard student in 1954, Arthur Liman had written
that “ . . . congressional investigating committees pose not
just a challenge to the relatively few individuals who appear before them but to the whole concept of limited
government.” But in the Iran/Contra hearings, Counsel
Liman began his cross-examination with a scathing attack
on the first witness, General Richard Secord. The inquisitional tone of the hearings was established from the very
beginning.

estimable Tactics
General Secord, appearing voluntarily, had infuriated
some senators by successfully challenging in federal court a
Senate subpoena of his financial records. Senator David
Boren, a frequent defender of the “rule of law,” launched
into a harsh interrogation designed to punish Secord, notwithstanding the Senate’s loss at the bar. Boren grilled
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Secord about his financial interests with certain dubious
individuals, and concluded by trying to embarrass Secord
into signing away his rights to remaining funds in Albert
Hakim’s Swiss bank accounts that had been set aside for
the Contra resupply operation. Secord’s stout resistance to
this bullying generated early public displeasure with the
committees’ tactics. Any pretense that the hearings were
examining “process” rather than policy, airing “facts” and
not criminal charges, disappeared that first day.
The committees’ counsels were not above using misleading and questionable tactics against witnesses. A wellknown example occurred when Senate counsel, knowing
Oliver North’s family has been threatened by terrorists,
placed a large exhibit of a North letter before the cameras,
prominently featuring his home address. A second example was Chief Counsel Liman’s one-page exhibit of the
Boland Amendment, which was cropped to look as if it
had been signed by Ronald Reagan as a separate law. The
exhibit, reminiscent of the famed “cropped photograph”
of the McCarthy hearings, was reconstructed from a nearly
2,000-page appropriations bill, and Liman had to suffer the
indignity of being reproved by several committee members.
Counsels’ chief instrument for pinning down witnesses
was the private sworn deposition. Often requiring many
hours of testimony and hundreds of pages, the depositions
allowed counsel to explore leads and drop them, and they
were often classified. Consequently, counsels and members who reviewed them knew exactly what answers
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would be given in public to leading questions, while witnesses could not change their story without risking perjury
charges. Nor could witnesses always return to the depositions of themselves or others since that testimony was
sometimes classified.
Oliver North’s attorney, Brendan Sullivan, brilliantly exploited the committees’ manipulations by challenging their
right to take North’s testimony privately and then again
publicly. North obtained an agreement disguised as a “letter of intention” under which the committee took a deposition from him privately on only one subject. One major

The legislature now primarily
occupies itself not with making law
about domestic problems but with
the unending task of administrative
“oversight”-a function never
mentioned in the Constitution.
reason North’s public appearance was so successful was
that the committees had signed away their favorite instrument and counsels did not have sufficient time to make
their best case against him.
In a February 1987 strategy memo, Liman had proposed
that, except for the policymakers, North testify last. By
then the committees would have explored the Iran/Contra
story’s details. Of the central witness Liman wrote: “If
called, Colonel North would be immunized-but not
against the rigorous cross-examination he would have to
undergo by the senators in full view of the American people.” It is hard to resist the conclusion that North’s public
indictment and punishment were among the committees’
aims. If so, they were usurping both executive and judicial
functions and transgressed the only legitimate reason for
congressional investigations-fact-finding for legislative
purposes.
The clearly adversarial nature of these proceedings reflected political divisions on four different levels: a partisan
division between Democrats and Republicans; the split
between the Senate and the House of Representatives; the
deep dispute over U.S. policy in Central America and, implicitly, around the world; and most important, the profound constitutional struggle between the legislature and
the executive to dominate foreign policy.

Party Shots
The partisan division over the Iran/Contra issues was
the most obvious, but also the most superficial, of the
differences within the committees. Democrats wasted little
time trying to exploit the Reagan administration’s embarrassment over the tangled Iran/Contra initiative. The
Democratic leaders-visions of Watergate dancing in their
heads-insisted on the congressional investigations, believ-

ing they could once again parade a cast of Haldemans,
Deans, and Liddys before the disgusted eyes of the American electorate.
While it was apparent that partisan interests underlay the
demand for the investigations, the party split was at first
submerged. Committee votes on substantive and procedural matters in open and closed sessions reflected no
partisan division; many were unanimous. The chairmen
and vice-chairmen, in each case a Democrat and a Republican respectively, cooperated and coordinated their procedures and rules without any strong disagreements.
House Committee Chairman Lee Hamilton, despite
strongly held neo-isolationist views, earned unanimous respect for his fair conduct of the hearings. Hamilton
worked the compromise that averted a divisive committee
vote and allowed Oliver North to give the spoken part of
his Contra briefing on television.
When partisan differences finally came to the fore,
much of the controversy centered around Senate Chairman Daniel Inouye, a Democrat from Hawaii. Inouye’s
reputation from Watergate days for balance and nonpartisanship was tarnished by his personal attacks on witnesses-implying that Oliver North resembled a Nazi war
criminal and that he was trying to override the Constitution by requesting dispensation from a pro f o m a 48-hour
committee rule on opening statements.
One example of Inouye’s egregious partisanship came
on a television talk program where he announced that his
committee acquired a Poindexter memorandum that suggested that President Reagan might have been briefed on
plans for a diversion of Iranian arms sales profits. There
were two problems with Inouye’s statement. First, the
memo he referred to said nothing about a diversion. Second, Inouye knew at the time of his appearance that
Poindexter, in his private deposition, had absolved President Reagan of such knowledge, yet Inouye misled the
audience into believing the question remained in doubt.
The partisan differences crystallized when it became evident that Americans sympathized with the witnesses and
began criticizing the committees for unfair treatment. The
Republicans, especially from the House, became more aggressive and confrontational as public support for the
cause of the Contras increased, a development that
shocked the Democrats.

Hyperbolic Senate, Crisp House
Lines of division at the hearings were also clearly drawn
between House and Senate. The Senate committee frequently appeared to be nonpartisan to a degree the House
panel never tried to be. This was reflected in the ways in
which the two committees organized their staffs. Senator
Rudman, the vice-chairman, and Senators Cohen and Trible adopted the Howard Baker model of independence
and distanced themselves from the White House. In questioning witnesses they were often in greater sympathy with
their Senate Democratic colleagues than with White
House Republicans. Senator McClure charted a course
allowing him to expose Israel’s involvement, while Senator
Hatch, the president’s most consistent defender, was usually the only Republican senator willing to risk a partisan
posture. The House Republicans, on the other hand, had
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been specially chosen by Minority Leader Bob Michel for
their allegiance to the president and the party’s policies,
and for their willingness to engage in principled combat.
The Senate-House split broke open during the long interrogation of Lt. Colonel North by the committees’ counsels, a process that consumed nearly three days before
members began questioning. Senator Boren, a Democrat,
had complained twice on television about the excessive
time the counsels were taking-North had been promised
he would be off the stand after four days. When House
Republicans began a similar attack on Senate Counsel Arthur Liman, Senator Cohen, a Republican, contradicted
House Republicans by saying (incorrectly) that senators
had not criticized House counsel John Nields during his
long interrogation. The sharp ensuing debate demonstrated that the deeper split was between House and Senate
rather than Republicans and Democrats.
There were clear differences in the rhetoric and attitudes
of members in the two chambers. Senators. led by Warren
Rudman, were more skeptical than House members of
witnesses’ claims to be motivated by patriotism or national
interest. Whereas House members tended either to question issues of fact or PO debate policy questions, particularly pushing the need for Contra support, senators of
either party were less inclined to do so. Senatorial speeches
often appealed to the “rule of law,” arguing that once the
Boland Amendment had passed the Congress, administration officials had no right to circumvent it because it was
“law.” Senator Mitchell was the leading proponent of the
“rule of law” argument, “wise or not,” as he once put it.
They sometimes sounded as if they believed Congress were
sovereign.
Senators seemed, or pretended, not to realize that the
rule of law argument begged the question. The “supreme
law,” as Article VI1 states, is the Constitution itself. Congress’ power to restrict the executive branch by law is
controlled by the constitutional separation of powers. If
the Boland Amendment is an unconstitutional restraint of
executive prerogative, then by passing an unconstitutional
measure Congress rather than the President violated the
rule of law.
On the whole, the Senate adopted a sanctimonious tone
that remained foreign to House members. Representative
Boland, whose amendment was the proximate cause of
these events, might have been forgiven had he shared the
Senate’s imperial “rule of law” attitude, but he chose instead to defend his problematic amendment with clear
logic and careful arguments. Boland’s questions could be
devastating, yet Robert McFarlane praised their fairness.
Just as the Senate equated Congress with “the law,” the
characteristic rhetorical weakness of representatives was to
equate Congress with “the people.” In questioning Admiral Poindexter, for example, Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter Rodino kept reinterpreting Reagan’s instruction
to give the facts “to the Congress” to read “to the American people.” Congress claims to speak uniquely for “the
law” and “the people,” and hints that the democratic foundations of the other two branches are questionable.
The contrast between the hyperbolic rhetoric of Senate
members and the relative crispness typical of the House
can be largely attributed to ewo important institutional

differences. First is the six-year term, which distances senators from their constituents. House members, chosen for
just two years, run for reelection continually; they are
compelled to see that their constituents understand their
views and support their legislative efforts. House members
cannot afford to speak in vacuous pieties.
The second difference stems from the respective chambers’ rules for floor debate. Senate rules encourage leisurely speeches in grand oratorical style, where House

restraint of executive

rules limit its more numerous members to brief, timed
remarks. The filibuster is a Senate privilege unknown to
the House. Senators far more often disregarded the best
efforts of the Iran panel’s chairmen to impose time constraints on their speeches and questions. House discipline
discourages high rhetoric, but it forces members to debate
logically and clearly. Perhaps a Webster or a Clay could
not realize his full rhetorical potential in the House of
Representatives, but the embarrassing “what I learned today” sermonettes for which one committee senator became famous were nearly unimaginable on the House side.

Congress9contra Diction
The committees were also divided on the substantive
issue of support for the Contras. The Iran initiative by itself
would not have led to a congressional inquiry because until
the so-called “diversion” of the Iranian arms profits became known, there were no “improprieties” (President
Reagan’s word) to be investigated. It was the diversion that
revived hopes, or fears, that Americans faced another
presidential scandal.
The Contra policy, centerpiece of the Reagan Doctrine
of encouraging democratic liberation movements within
countries under Soviet domination, has sharply divided
Congress throughout Reagan’s presidency. Funding for the
Contras passed in some years, failed in others, was forbidden some times, and provided with strings attached at
other times, depending on how firmly the president made
his case to the people. The votes have usually been very
close.
Senate Counsel Liman had written that congressional
investigative committees are frequently created to force a
policy change on the executive. The basic policy purpose
behind the hearings undeniably was to weaken public sup-
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port for the Reagan policy of Contra assistance by criminalizing those who supported it after Congress’ rejection.
A majority of both committees, including all the Republicans and six Democrats, had voted for Contra funding in
1986. But Democrats who had voted for Contra funds did
so against their party’s official position, compelled by their
particular constituencies. Congressman Les Aspin’s was the
most interesting case. By trying to project himself as a
moderate pro-defense Democrat, Aspin nearly lost the
chair of the Armed Services Committee because of his
1986 vote. He barely retained it by promising liberal Democrats he would vote “no” the next time.
Democrats who support the Contras could be relieved
of their colleagues’ reproach if they could use the illegitimacy or criminality of Contra assistance as an excuse. The
vehicle for that relief was the Boland Amendment, which,
in its various versions, had the effect of prohibiting certain
executive agencies from using government appropriations
for Contra military assistance for two years.
But the issues involved in Boland and related legislation
were highly technical and complex, and the committees
never came close to agreeing on a single interpretation.
One problem was that the language, deliberately or not,
did not incorporate an across-the-board prohibition. As
Congressman Jim Courter pointed out, the Arms Export
Control Act, by contrast, says simply, “No U.S. funds shall
be expended. . . . ” Nor were criminal penalties attached to
Boland.
Second, while the prohibition applied to “any agency or
entity involved in intelligence activity,” there was strong
disagreement among committee members as to whether
the National Security Council was covered. It was learned
that within the administration, too, there was considerable
disagreement, even within the Council. Robert McFarlane,
NSC advisor in 1985, testified that he believed Boland did
not restrict the National Security Council, but that his
belief was a matter &f policy, not law. Admiral Poindexter,
McFarlane’s successor, believed the opposite. The only
White House legal document to address the issue was a
memo from the president’s Intelligence Oversight Board,
which took the position that “the NSC was not covered by
the prohibition.”
Third, if the National Security Council was included
within the prohibition, its status as part of the president’s
personal staff would raise profound constitutional difficulties regarding Congress’ powers to prevent the president
from using his staff to carry out foreign policy operations.
Adding to the confusion, President Reagan protested
that his administration always operated within the lawimplying that Boland was the law-then later asserted that
he was not covered by Boland. The administration never
advanced a coherent position on the amendment.
The committees claimed only to be examining the “process” of foreign policy formulation and operations within
the executive branch; but committee Republicans never
accepted that artificial limitation on the range of pertinent
subjects. From the first witness, General Secord, to the last,
the substance of the Contra support policy was kept in
clear focus by the Republicans. Anti-Contra Democrats at
first tried not to engage in policy debate, but the Republicans’ determined pro-Contra speeches began to gain favor-

able public response even before Oliver North’s impassioned testimony. When House Chairman Hamilton
quietly inserted polling data in the record purporting to
support the opponents of Contra aid, the effort to suppress
the policy debate ended.
Anti-Contra members faced a difficult problem: Although the witnesses had contradicted each other on many
facts, they unanimously agreed that Congress should continue the assistance that had finally been voted last year.
Many took Congress to task for the two-year hiatus.
It was in this context that Senate Counsel Liman made a
serious tactical blunder. Questioning Lt. Colonel North
about a slide briefing he often gave in which he graphically
described Sandinista oppression and the Contras’ determined struggle for democracy, Liman accused him of giving a pitch in order to solicit private contributions-arguably a violation of Boland. Congressmen Hyde, Courter,
Cheney, and other Republicans seized on Liman’s mistake
and forced Chairman Inouye to allow North to present the
entire briefing in the caucus room. Though unable to use
his slides, North’s 20-minute verbal description, according
to polling data, substantially boosted popular support for
the Contras. At the end of the hearings, only Chairman
Inouye, in acerbic closing remarks to North, expressed
opposition to the Contra aid program.
The increase in support for the Contras’ cause following
the testimony of North and others was one of the ironic
but genuine benefits of the much-publicized hearings,
which amounted to the most extensive debate most Americans have ever heard on the issue. Although Donald Regan
testified to the president’s determination to “drive [the
Sandinista] government out of there,” the administration
has never expressed that view in public. It may yet turn out
that North, his “courier” Robert Owen, and former superior Admiral Poindexter, by unapologetically taking their
case to the people in a way that President Reagan never
did, may have twice saved the Nicaraguan democratic resistance.

The War Between the Branches
On the deepest level the Iran/Contra dispute is constitutional, part of a permanent contest between Congress and
the president for control over foreign policy. Again and
again, committee members appealed to the image of “COequal partners” to legitimize congressional intervention in
the foreign policy “process.”
Congress has a genuine but subordinate role to play in
the formulation of foreign policy. Neither the intentions of
the Constitution’s drafters, traditional theories of democratic government, nor common sense suggest that the
executive branch should be given a completely free hand in
this area. But as Congress increasingly insists on the equality of its powers, it is forgetting the Constitution’s fairly
clear differentiation of function. Among the slogans the
committees appealed to, none were more favored than
“checks and balances,” and the talismanic claim of “equal
partners.” This sloganeering begs the question of what
Congress’ proper role in foreign policy should be.
A close look at the Constitution shows that, while the
executive branch does not possess the entirety of foreign
policy power, it has most of it. Under Article 11, “executive
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“Congressional investigating committees pose not just a challenge to the relatively few individuals
U limited governrnemt.’’-Arthur
Liman, 1994
before them but to the whole S O I I C ~ ~of
power” is lodged in the president. By definition the executive power comprehends the conduct of foreign policy.
The Framers found it unnecessary to define the term, but
the inclusion of foreign policy under executive power is
discussed at length in John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government, a fundamental source for the Founders. The
briefest review of legal and political documents from the
late 18th century demonstrates that most political theorists
of the era thought foreign policy to be executive in nature.
Where the Framers rejected absolute separation of powers, for example by giving the Senate the power of ratifying
treaties and advising and consenting to executive branch
appointments, and the power to declare war, they said
precisely that these were exceptions to the general constitutional principle of separation. Where no exception is
specified, the principle holds.
There are some obvious reasons why foreign policy
should be lodged primarily within the executive, and they
apply more forcefully in the latter 20th century than they
did in the 18th. The conduct of foreign affairs often requires expeditious action around the globe. The processes
of congressional deliberation, while providing useful input
for the president in his formulation of long-range policy
goals, are too slow and cumbersome to be of value for
such decisions. Congress’ inability to keep secrets was wellunderstood by the Founders, and the undeniable problem
of congressional leaks was an important issue addressed by
the hearings. Only a single executive can make foreign
policy decisions swiftly and, when necessary, secretly, and
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he must do so within the framework of a coherent and
principled foreign policy.
Almost invariably, the president will have submitted his
foreign policy to the national electorate for ratification. As
the architects of the Constitution expected, few congressmen run on such issues, and typically they are more sensitive in office to the local interests and needs of their constituents than to the national interest as a whole.
In the past, these reasons were enough to prevent Congress from encroaching upon executive prerogatives. For a
number of reasons the traditional arguments no longer
appear sufficient, but the central difficulty is Congress’
concern with bureaucracy.

congress Evades Its Duuy
Bureaucratic government became a major problem for
American democracy with the New Deal. The founders of
the science of administration such as Woodrow Wilson
acknowledged that nonpolitical bureaucracies would
threaten democracy unless democratic controls were
placed on the administrative agencies. That task naturally
fell to the Congress, and as a result the legislature now
primarily occupies itself not with making law about domestic problems but with the unending task of administrative “oversight”-a function never mentioned in the
Constitution.
Congress extended its oversight claim into the foreign
policy domain of the executive as that area also became
bureaucratized in the State Department, the Central Intelli-
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gence Agency, the National Security Council, and other
agencies. Congress’ solution to foreign policy problems is
typically more bureaucracy-more formal procedures, division of bureaucratic functions into separate entities,
greater input and review from more agencies and divisions,
and, above all, further participation in the decision-making
process by Congress and the designated oversight committees.
The criminalization of foreign policy differences, which
was the theme of the Iran/Contra hearings, is a further
extension of Congress’ longtime effort to suppress the
political differences between itself and the president and to
dominate another part of the federal bureaucracy.

How a Congress humbled by an
Ollie North could stand up to the
Gorbachevs, Castros, and Ortegas of
our world was a question the
hearings could not answer.
The question is, how are the chief executive and his staff
to be held accountable? How are we to control the Colonel Norths and Admiral Poindexters of the future unless
Congress exercises an oversight function? The Constitution provides several methods that remain valid after 200
years.
The president of the United States is the responsible
officer for the executive branch. As soon as North’s and
Poindexter’s actions were brought to light-by the attorney general, not by Congress-they were dismissed. Service at the pleasure of the president is one effective control.
Second, presidents are held accountable for their foreign
policy record as well as their administrative management
every four years through the fundamental democratic
check of periodic elections. In addition, members of Congress have sometimes litigated their differences with presidents in the U.S. Supreme Court. Recently 107 congressmen brought suit against President Reagan to force him to
invoke the War Powers Resolution as respects naval operations in the Persian Gulf.
Finally, presidents and other executive officials can be
impeached by Congress for serious crimes. One of the
most serious offenses against the United States is violation
of the president’s oath to “preserve, protect, and defend’’
the Constitution, one of the important sources of the executive power over foreign policy.
Congress shrinks from its obligation to impeach executive officers because the members want at all costs to avoid
a divisive vote on a president’s activities. Oversight hearings
by standing or select committees such as the Iran/Contra
panels enable Congress to evade the duty of impeachment
by attacking instead administrative processes and “rogue
bureaucrats” like North and Poindexter. The obvious po-

litical desirability of avoiding impeachment proceedings is
one of several important reasons why members of Congress have little incentive to weaken bureaucratic government. But the political seriousness of impeachment shows
how important the Framers thought it was for the chief
executive to have great latitude in the operation of foreign
policy.
Disregard for the constitutional division of powers that
was designed by the Framers to prevent tyranny is a deeply
troubling problem for the future of democratic freedom.
Congressional oversight of executive agencies within a
bureaucratized government cannot be avoided. But the
unprecedented problems we confront around the world
make it imperative for Americans to reconsider the value
of an administrative state that saps our ability to rule ourselves democratically. The micro-management of areas in
which Congress cannot play more than a minimal role is
fast approaching the dimensions of a constitutional crisis.

The President Who Would Not Lead
Americans expect vigorous presidential leadership and
firm assertion of executive authority over foreign policy.
Liman had observed in his 1954 Harvard paper about the
political character of the constitutional struggle between
the branches: “Whether the new investigation [the McCarthy hearings] will jeopardize the independence of the executive, and destroy the separation of powers thus seems to
depend on whether the presidency will mobilize all the
forces at its disposal to resist it.”
Liman’s observation reflects the fact that the separation
and balance of powers operates dynamically, not statically.
As explained in Federalist No. 51, the Framers expected
“ambition to counteract ambition,” encouraging those
holding the legislative and chief executive offices to contend against each other to defend and enlarge their respective spheres of power. When Congress oversteps its function by interfering in the operation of foreign policy, and
the president refuses to fight for his prerogatives as President Reagan has done, not just in the hearings but throughout his presidency, Congress acquires new powers to participate in executive functions and the foreign policy task
of the next president has been made even more difficult.
The constitutional problems raised by the Iran/Contra
hearings have not been resolved and may not have been
recognized by the Reagan administration. Attorney General Ed Meese made a point of stating that the administration had never invoked the traditional defense of executive
privilege. He was startled when one committee member
suggested that the reason might have been the administration’s hope for short-term political gain. Meese responded
that the president did not regard his refusal as a
“precedent.” How could Meese and President Reagan not
see that every presidential act can be used as a precedent by
future congresses?

The Prosecution Folds
As soon as the members began to hear that their constituents were supporting Oliver North, the prosecutory phase
of the hearings ended. Senate Counsel Liman’s leonine
roaring was reduced to feline purring-though no one was
fooled, least of all the witness and his attorney. After
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North’s impassioned defense of the Nicaraguan resistance,
member after member protested support for Contra assistance. Only Congressman Jack Brooks (whose 35 years of
seniority create an aura of political invulnerability) dared
attack North openly; but I am certain that many, especially
on the Senate side, boiled with indignation at North’s bold
defense of executive prerogative and legislative subordination in the foreign policy arena. Senator Rudman, for example, tried pathetically to praise Secretary of State George
Shultz as “a real hero,” implying that North’s popularity
was fraudulent.
The waning of the committees’ hopes was symbolized
when Liman, after a day’s questioning of North, threw up
his hands in despair and said he could not question a
witness whose lawyer interrupted every question. Once
Admiral Poindexter, following Worth, revealed publicly
that he had concealed the diversion from President Reagan, the committees’ long-range political intention seemed
to collapse. Supported by millions of Americans, the witnesses had overwhelmed the committee.
Chairman Hamilton’s concession came in his closing
speech on August 3 when he said, “The solution to the
problems of decision-making revealed in these hearings lies
less in new structures or new laws than in proper attitudes.” Had the hearings succeeded in their political and
constitutional objectives, they would not have been satisfied with new “attitudes.” They would have institutionalized Congress’ demand to co-determine foreign policy.
At the end, the remaining witness list was drastically
pared to a handful of golicymakers, the questioning had
attenuated, and the committees raced to complete their
work and the final report. They decided to ask a number
of foreign policy “wise men” to propose possible recommendations and remedies. Ultimately, then, apart from the
committees’ leaders, the members neither directed the investigation nor led the questioning nor controlled the evidence nor wished to create solutions to the problems the
panels were established to recommend. They were intimidated by the popularity of a Marine Corps lieutenant colonel who had been fired from the NSC for possible “improprieties,” and hardly ventured to challenge any witness
after him.
Eight months before, these same members of Congress
were demanding greater say in the conduct of foreign policy. How a Congress that could not muster the courage to
challenge the political standing of an Ollie North could
expect to stand up to the Gorbachevs, Castros, and Ortegas of our world, was a question for which the
Iran/Contra hearings offered no answer.

ConstitutdsmB Turning Poind
I believe no committee investigation has had so little
public sympathy since the McCarthy hearings over 30 years

ago. The failure of the hearings to generate deep antiReagan sentiment and support for congressionally favored
isolationism could mark the beginning of Congress’ retreat
from its 1s-year effort to seize the initiative in foreign
affairs.
Yet the committees did succeed in one important objective: they intimidated President Reagan. Even as they scurried to close the hearings, the president threw olive
branches to the leader of his congressional inquisitors,
Speaker of the House Jim Wright, and to the Sandinista

government, in the form of a “peace plan” for Central
America. The Reagan-Wright initiative severely undercut
public support for the Contras, which had been acquired at
some political risk by the committees’ pro-Contra Republicans. The negative public reaction to Reagan-Wright confused the White House, but it measured the public’s increased understanding of the situation in Nicaragua,
gained by the testimony of North and others.
The Framers of our Constitution designed the Congress
to be the seat of cool deliberation. The calm quality of
prudence that is so necessary to the art of legislation has
been replaced by its opposite, heated moral indignation.
The replacement of deliberation with moral indignation
is one consequence of the substitution of oversight for
legislation, and it has made the consideration of rational
policy alternatives difficult if not impossible. Anger is an
essential support for the legal enforcement of justice in the
community, but it is no substitute for clear thought in
choosing the ends and means of public policy. This is not
the least of geasons why, after months of televised hearings, the Iran/Contra committees failed to impress the
public. The American people wait for more serious solutions to the threat posed by our implacable Communist
adversaries who have never paused in their struggle to
E
secure a beachhead on the American continent.
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ROBERTBORK’SAMERICA
Where the People Are Sovereign

T

GORDONJACKSON

I n nominating Robert Bork to be associate justice of the
Supreme Court, President Reagan has found an excellent
way to focus America’s attention on the meaning of the
Constitution whose bicentennial we celebrate this year.
No recent Supreme Court nominee has examined the great
experiment in democratic government now entering its
third century as carefully as has Bork. Bork’s stature within
the legal community, his distinguished career, the force of
his intellect and personality, all are of such magnitude that
the focus of this nomination has shifted largely away from
the usual sideshows to issues of genuine constitutional
substance.
The stakes involved are large-not so much because of
the impact Bork’s presence on the Court might have on
public policy, as his opponents suggest, but rather because
his confirmation or rejection will, in some large measure,
constitute a present-day judgment o n the form of representative government our Founding Fathers gave us. At issue
in the Bork nomination is nothing less than the fundamental question addressed at the Constitutional Convention: Who will govern, and how?
Bork’s nomination crystallizes that basic issue because
his career, more than that of any other public figure, stands
foursquare for the proposition that elected legislatures accountable to the people must make the laws, and judges
must limit themselves to the task of interpreting those laws
without infusing their own predilections and preferences.
Bork sees a role for the courts in preserving the liberties
that are clearly spelled out in the Constitution, but views
these rights as very specific and delimited. He resists expanding them into any broad, overarching theory of justice, because to do so leaves no room for what he calls “the
wholesome inconsistencies that are completely at odds
with abstract generalizations about the just society.” In
Robert Bork’s America, the people will strive to govern
themselves intelligently, and often fail, but they must always have the opportunity to learn from experience and
correct their mistakes. If a plethora of rules regarding the
conduct of civil life is written into stone through the artful
constitutional interpretations of jurists, then the people
have lost much of this fundamental sovereignty.
These views were commonplaces to the Constitution’s
drafters, but they have been challenged by decades of

judicial forays into what was once clearly viewed as the
province of legislatures. It is perhaps useful here to highlight the basic argument with a concrete example. The case
that causes the most clamor, the Roe v. Wade abortion
decision, best illustrates what’s at issue.
Until Roe, all 50 states regulated abortion as they saw fit,
in keeping with the traditional police power of states. The
policy toward abortion varied from state to state, but in
each the policy evolved from the deliberations of elected
representatives who settled the issues in a manner that
could, if necessary, be undone simply by changing the
composition of the legislature. In Roe, the Supreme Court
took this power away from the people’s elected representatives and held that the question of abortion is resolved by
the Constitution-thus vesting in unelected federal judges
the power to regulate or restrict in this area. Though abortion is not mentioned in the Constitution, the Justices
determined that it falls under a broad right to privacy that
can be traced substantively only to passages dealing with
unreasonable searches and seizures, and quartering of soldiers in times of war. Using this judicially created right to
privacy, the Justices, in effect, wrote a statute dealing with
trimesters and human viability and then called it an interpretation of the Constitution.
Judicial activism of this sort has been going on intermittently since the late 19th century, and consistently during
the past 30 years. There is no obvious way to deter a
creative and linguistically gifted jurist from discovering a
constitutional basis for a favored legal opinion, in part
because the document’s language is sometimes vague. If
the people are dissatisfied with such rulings, they have no
recourse to the ballot box, since federal judges, unlike
those who appoint and confirm them, enjoy lifetime tenure. The only realistic check at the present time is a principled restraint within the legal profession, and Bork’s consistent advocacy of that restraint is at the root of the
controversy over his nomination.
Since part of the liberal political agenda-liberalized
abortion law, for example-has circumvented the legislative process and been sneaked in the back door through
the courts, its future becomes more precarious given a
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